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This publication is for MCFE members only.  Please respect 
the privileges of MCFE membership by sharing this only with 
colleagues in your company (for business members) and 
immediate family (for individual members). 
 As the tax committees in both chambers wrap up their work 
for the year, one thing is clear – those committees will not be 
producing omnibus tax bills this year.  The House Tax Committee 
sent the Department of Revenue’s technical and policy provisions 
to the floor last week (see our “From the Committee Rooms” 
article below) and that could serve as a vehicle bill to carry 
additional, probably non-controversial/low-cost, tax provisions at 
the end of session.  But we expect any difficult work that gets done 
this year will take place in the context of the conference committee 
on the 2015 tax bill, which will restart its work once Senate and 
House leadership have given conferees their marching orders. 
 For purposes of Legislative Spotlight, the upshot is that 
without omnibus bills we won’t be producing our usual side-by-
side comparisons.  You can retrieve last year’s side-by-side on the 
members-only portion of our website.  Please contact our office if 
you need hard copy of last year’s side-by-side mailed to you. 

FROM THE COMMITTEE ROOMS 

Department Technical and Policy Provisions 
Approved by House Tax Committee; Sent to House 
Floor as Vehicle Bill 

The House Tax Committee spent most of its April 20th 
meeting considering the Department of Revenue’s technical and 
policy bills.  Chair Greg Davids began this portion of the meeting 
by moving to amend HF 2871 (the policy bill) to incorporate the 
provisions from the technical bill (HF 2943).  Members then 
moved to delete the portions from the combined bill that dealt with 
creating a lag time in the data used in the calculation of County 
Program Aid (which would create consistency with the lag time in 
the data used to calculate Local Government Aid for cities). 

Joel Michael from House Research then provided a brief 
overview of the remaining provisions.  He noted that Article 1 of 
the bill contained DOR’s original technical provisions, along with 
language added (section 3) during the first House Tax Committee 
hearing on the topic which clarifies that the definition of taxable 
estate includes taxable gifts made within three years of death 
(which are not deducted at the federal level, but are instead 
excluded).  Mr. Michael summarized notable changes in Article 2 
(the policy provisions), which include:  
 changing the date by which employers must file a W-2 with 

DOR – to combat tax fraud arising when persons file 
fraudulent returns to collect a refund;  

 changes related to annual withholding returns; 
 changes parallel to federal changes that would allow S-corps 

and partnerships to request DOR to audit at the entity level  
 provisions related to utility and railroad valuations  
 changes the date for filing partnership returns to provide 

consistency with federal law  
 reverses the decision in the Connexus Energy case 

Rep. Davids stated that this bill is a “vehicle bill” – being 
moved forward so that it can be amended later with additional tax 
provisions if the need arises.  As such, he expressed his wish that 
the bill move forward as-is.  DFL members countered that this 
would be their only chance to move provisions to the floor, and so 
took the opportunity to advocate for a variety of policy provisions.  
As such, the committee spent considerable time on potential 
amendments to the bill.  Amendments generally dealt with federal 
conformity issues, and substantial committee discussion on the 
first amendment centered on whether the rules governing 
conference committees would allow conferees to incorporate 
conformity language into the final agreement that had not been in 
either the House or Senate’s 2015 omnibus bill.  Amendments – 
all from the DFL side – were voted down on partisan lines. 

What’s clear is that legislative leadership (in both chambers) 
haven’t determined yet what the rules for the end game will be 
when it comes to taxes.  Committee members asked a number of 
questions about the process, such as how items that have been laid 
over in the property tax division and the full committee will be 
handled.  Chair Davids stated that he simply has not yet been 
given direction on those issues yet.  However, we do expect that 
conference committee to restart its work over the next few weeks, 
and hopefully the process for the remaining month of the session 
will become clearer at that point. 

Converting Utility Personal Property Tax to 
Production-Based Tax on Senate Tax Committee’s 
Docket 

A portion of the April 21st Senate Tax Committee hearing 
centered on SF 1636, sponsored by Sen. Rod Skoe, which would 
eliminate the personal property tax currently imposed on electric 
generating machinery and replace it with a production based tax.  
In his introductory comments, Sen. Skoe noted that the proposal 
was informed by the study of energy producing systems that 
Revenue produced in 2014 after the tax conference committee 
included it in the final tax bill.  Sen. Skoe offered that the current 
framework for taxing utilities is complex and results in volatile 
revenues.   

Sen. Skoe noted that staff have worked on the proposal since 
hearing this issue in tax committee last year, and offered a delete-
all amendment with new language.  As amended, the bill 
eliminates the need for unitary valuations along with various 
preferences, such as the sliding scale exclusion and the pollution 
control exemption.  The new system would provide a more stable 
and predictable tax base and revenue stream, and the proposal also 
included state aid for cities that come out as “losers”.  Major 
changes for this year related to the incorporation of distribution 
and transmission lines into the proposal. 

Steve Peterson, a DFL tax committee staff analyst, walked 
members through the proposal.  He noted that the treatment of 
electric generating machinery remains the same as before, with the 
production tax based on a facility’s generation, capacity, and any 
spent fuel (for nuclear plants) all times a conversion factor to 
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arrive at a net zero change.  The transmission tax base would be 
set as a function of voltage and miles; the tax base for substations 
would be set based on the capacity of the transformers; and the 
distribution lines’ tax base would be set based on customer count.  
As with electrical generating machinery, distribution/transmission 
property would be subject to a conversion factor.  Under the 
proposal, utilities would report this information to the Department, 
which would then calculate the various tax bases and send the 
information for local governments to use in their property tax 
calculations. 

Sen. Ann Rest asked whether, given that this is such a bold 
and complicated proposal, proponents were considering 
implementing it in law but with a delayed effective date so that tax 
administrators and stakeholders can effectively do a “dry run”.  
Sen. Skoe replied that he has been contemplating this but is still in 
discussions with DOR about the idea. 

After the staff walkthrough and Sen. Rest’s questions the 
committee heard public testimony.  The Minnesota Association of 
Assessing Officers expressed concern about transferring some of 
the authority for assessing these properties to local assessors, 
especially as it relates to litigation.  Representatives from the 
Coalition of Utility Cities (7 cities with a substantial proportion of 
their tax base in utility property) testified in support of the 
proposal, with their support conditioned on the replacement aid it 
would provide.   

Sen. Julianne Ortman asked what the proposal’s impact on 
rate payers might be, and Sen. Skoe stated that staff have worked 
to keep the proposal revenue-neutral on a statewide basis, but the 
effect on individual locations will vary based on the utility 
involved and other local circumstances.  Sen. Carla Nelson asked 
when committee members might see final information on the 
formulas and impacts on rate payers and also questioned whether 
the proposal would move forward this year.  Sen. Skoe replied that 
his plan is to move this forward this year, and work on it with 
House members in the conference committee.  Staff have been 
working with the industry to get all the information on 
transmission and distribution lines that would be needed to 
determine the final formulas.  Senate staff also confirmed in 
response to a question by Sen. Rest that the replacement aid would 
be recalculated each year and would be flexible in reacting to 
changes that utilities might make regarding power generation. 

Representatives from energy producers also testified in 
support of the concept.  Xcel Energy noted that utilities have 
worked over the interim to provide data to Senate staff on 
transmission and distribution property values.  Xcel noted that 
unitary valuation is time- and resource-intensive and involves 
subjectivity and valuation appeals.  This proposal would result in 
simpler and more transparent tax calculations, provide uniformity 
and consistency amongst utility properties, and will produce a 
more stable revenue stream for host communities.  Xcel expressed 
concerns about the indexing mechanism included in the proposal 
and requested that building housing generating equipment 

continue to be state-assessed since the building themselves are 
basically part of the generating process. 

As many testifiers noted, the proposal does address many 
issues inherent in the current system – especially the disincentives 
provided for power companies to upgrade power plants, the 
variations in the value of utility property, and the nuclear fuel 
issue.  With absolutely no parallel work being done on the House 
side, it will be interesting to see how this issue plays out once the 
conference committee begins its work. 

Senate Tax Committee Discusses Eliminating Cabin 
Property Classification; Substituting School 
Referenda for the State General Levy 

The Senate Tax Committee spent a portion of its April 21st 
meeting deliberating a proposal by committee chair Sen. Rod Skoe 
to eliminate the property tax classification for cabins and remove 
cabins from the state general levy.  Sen. Skoe noted in his 
presentation that cabins are increasingly a departure from what 
policymakers had in mind when creating the 4c(12) class for them 
– rustic, seasonally occupied structures.  Today “cabins” are 
commonly lake homes that are occupied year round.  He stated 
that there are also examples of properties in metro-area cities that 
have been classified as noncommercial seasonal recreational 
residential, further stretching the definition. 

Much of the committee’s discussion on SF 3492 centered on 
the intersection of cabin property and K-12 finance.  Sen. Skoe 
testified that since operating referenda have become an integral 
part of education finance, districts with a large proportion on 
referenda-exempt cabin property are at a disadvantage when it 
comes to school financing.  His proposal, which would move 
cabins into the single-unit nonresidential homestead class 
(4bb(1)), would produce a net savings for cabin owners – with the 
$44 million savings from eliminating the state general levy on 
cabin properties outweighing the $24 million of school referenda 
levy that would slosh onto the properties (and, it should be noted, 
off of other property classes).  Sen. Skoe distributed information at 
the district level, noting that whether individual cabin owners 
come out as winners or losers depends on their individual 
situations and varies by district. 

Sen. Skoe took time to address one of the policy justifications 
for exempting cabins from school referenda – that because owners 
cannot vote in those elections they should be exempt from those 
taxes.  Sen. Skoe noted that voting rights are not based on property 
ownership, and asked committee members to consider why cabin 
ownership should come with that “special right”.  He also noted 
that businesses often own property in locations where their owners 
cannot vote, but are still subject to referenda levies. 

A vigorous committee discussion ensued, with Sen. Ann Rest 
expressing considerable opposition to the proposal while stating 
that legislators likely need to review whether the “cabin” property 
classification is being applied appropriately.  Noting that her 
senate district has the highest number of cabin owners in the state, 
she expressed concern that the proposal could result in an upsurge 
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in cabin values.  She expressed unease at making the passage of 
school referenda easier for districts with voters who are not 
willing to bite the bullet – noting the difficulties metro-area 
districts also have with referenda requests.  Sen. Skoe responded 
that on the whole, this proposal will be a net savings for cabin 
owners and that in some cases cabin owners do live the school 
district where their cabins are located. 

Sen. Tom Bakk cited Cook County as an example for why 
policymakers should consider this change.  With the government 
owning the vast majority of the land in the county and with cabins 
making the by far the largest proportion of the county’s tax 
capacity, there is very little tax base for schools to tap into – 
making it difficult to pass referenda levies.  Sen. Bakk asserted 
that given Cook County’s circumstances, cabins are effectively C/I 
property.  He expressed his frustration that the current funding 
strategy for K-12 schools is leaving some districts behind. 

Sen. Paul Gazelka responded to the horizontal equity 
concerns that Sen. Skoe raised in which similar structures are 
taxed differently depending on whether it has cabin or residential 
classification by pointing out that if cabins are moved into the 
nonresidential class there will continue to be horizontal inequities 
since the homestead credit would only apply to the residential 
property.  While noting that he was not sure whether this was the 
right direction to go, he expressed his belief that the real issue 
concerns education funding for rural Minnesota districts.  Sen. 
Julianne Ortman encouraged proponents to consider this change in 
the larger context of K-12 finance and suggested that other 
committees should also be involved in these discussions. 

Sen. Skoe concluded his testimony by noting that this 
proposal represents an effort to simplify Minnesota’s property tax 
system by reducing the number of classifications and that the goal 
of allowing local governments to levy taxes against the property 
they serve should not be particularly controversial.  Little time 
remained for public testimony; and only representatives from the 
Minnesota Association of Assessing Officers (MAAO) spoke to 
the proposal.  MAAO testified in favor of the bill, noting that the 
organization supports efforts to make the property tax system 
clearer and more transparent, and that this proposal meets those 
tests. 

The proposal clearly met one goal proponents likely had – to 
stimulate a discussion on cabin property taxes.  Where the 
discussion will go from here is anyone’s guess, but as Senator 
Ortman commented, further vetting of this idea needs to be placed 
in the context of the state of rural education finance. 

BILL INTRODUCTIONS 
 Tax bills are listed first by tax type in alphabetical order, then 
additional topics in alphabetical order.  Within each topic, House 
bills (HF--for “House File”) are listed first, then Senate bills (SF--
for “Senate File”).  The bills are in numerical order within each 
chamber.  Each bill heading contains the chief author and his or 
her political party, city or township of residence, and the last four 

digits of his or her capital office phone number.  The 651 area 
code and 296-exchange are assumed unless shown otherwise. 

TAXES 
This first portion of tax bills consists of more comprehensive bills.  
The bills included under various “combinations” are bills with 
more than one tax in them, but are not considered comprehensive. 
Unless otherwise noted, effective dates for bills are as follows: 
 Corporate franchise and individual income taxes: Tax years 

beginning after December 31, 2014 
 Property tax: Taxes levied in 2015, payable in 2016 
 Sales tax: Sales and purchases made after June 30, 2015 

Combinations of Taxes (Corporate and Individual Income) 

HF 3947 (Loeffler, DFL, Minneapolis, 4219) 
Creates a credit against the individual income and corporate 
franchise taxes for employers that maintain a nameless job 
application review process.  Requires that the process be 
registered with the Department of Human Rights for the employer 
to qualify for the credit.  Sets the credit at $100 per employee, 
with a cap of $40,000 per year for any single filer.  Companion to 
SF 3450 (Dziedzic, DFL-Minneapolis) in Spotlight 16-04, where 
there is a comment. 

HF 3952 (Anderson, S., R, Plymouth, 5511) 
Creates a credit against the individual income and corporate 
franchise taxes equal to 25% of the wages paid during a period of 
up to six weeks to an employee with tenure of at least one year 
while he or she is on parental leave.  Limits the maximum credit to 
the lesser of $3,000 or the product of the employee’s normal 
hourly wage times the number of hours for which parental leave is 
taken.  Allows excess credit to be carried forward for up to five 
years.  Creates a parallel refundable tax credit for employees who 
take parental leave, who are not paid during the duration of that 
leave, and for whom an employer does not claim a parental leave 
credit.  Provides that the credit for these filers equals 25% times 
the number of weeks of unpaid leave taken, to a maximum of six, 
times the lesser of: 1) the claimant’s weekly wage for the current 
or previous year, whichever is greater; or, 2) $1,000 times a 
county-specific index based on infant child care rates as 
determined by the DHS market rate survey. 

HF 3955 (Bly, DFL, Northfield, 0171) 
Imposes a tax on stand-alone retail establishments with at least 
50,000 square feet of retail space where no more than two stories 
are used for customer-accessible retail space which has an 
adjacent, privately-owned parking lot for customers and 
employees that is at least 50,000 square feet.  Provides that retail 
establishments of similar size located in malls and similar facilities 
are subject to the tax if they occupy at least 25% of the total space 
in the facility.  Sets the tax equal to an undetermined rate for every 
10,000 square feet of retail space in excess of 50,000 square feet 
and to an undetermined rate for every 10,000 square feet of 
parking space in excess of 50,000 square feet.  Directs that unpaid 
taxes become a lien against the property. 
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This proposal reminds us a bit of the infamous British 
“window tax” in which in an effort to tax the wealthy, homes that 
had more windows were taxed more aggressively (apocryphally 
where the term “daylight robbery” originated).  Of course, it 
caused a lot of homeowners to brick up their windows, the effects 
of which can still be seen to this day.  Some rather creative 
construction designs and leasing arrangements are likely in the 
offing, should this commercial version of the window tax ever see 
the “light of day.” 

Individual Income Taxes  

SF 3567 (Eken, DFL, Twin Valley, 3205) 
Allows filers to subtract Social Security benefits when calculating 
Minnesota taxable income.  Imposes a tax on all net investment 
income of individuals, estates, and trusts in excess of $250,000.  
Sets the rate equal to the level necessary such that the revenue 
equals whatever revenue is lost through the Social Security benefit 
exemption. 

SF 3568 (Eken, DFL, Twin Valley, 3205) 
Allows filers to subtract military retirement benefits when 
calculating Minnesota taxable income.  Imposes a tax on all net 
income of individuals, estates, and trusts in excess of $250,000.  
Sets the rate equal to the level necessary such that the revenue 
equals whatever revenue is lost through the Social Security benefit 
exemption. 

Property Tax – Aids and Credits 

HF 3958 (Anderson, P., R, Starbuck, 4317) 
Increases the County Program Aid appropriation for aids payable 
in 2016 only by $52,288.  Awards the increase to Stearns County 
to make the property tax payments on a number of specified 
parcels. 

Sales Tax 

SF 3561 (Rosen, R, Fairmont, 5713) 
Exempts building materials and supplies used in constructing a 
retail development consisting of retail space for a grocery store, 
fueling center, or other retail space by a nonprofit economic 
development corporation with 501(c)(3) status from the sales and 
use taxes.  Limits the exemption to developments located in a city 
without a grocery store and which is located at least 20 miles from 
another city with a grocery store.  Effective for purchases of such 
materials and supplies made after 1/1/13 and before 1/1/17, and 
applies retroactively to the enactment date.  Requires that the sales 
taxes be paid upfront and then be refunded upon application.  
Companion to HF 3910 (Gunther, R-Fairmont) in Spotlight 16-04. 

SF 3573 (Reinert, DFL, Duluth, 4188) 
Exempts building materials and supplies used in a private 
redevelopment project on the site of the former Duluth Central 
High School from the sales and use taxes, provided that the 
resulting development is subject to property taxes.  Effective for 
purchases of such materials and supplies made between 7/1/2016 
and 12/31/2017.  Companion to HF 3926 (Simonson, DFL-
Duluth) in Spotlight 16-04. 

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
SF 3563 (Torres Ray, DFL, Minneapolis, 4274) 
Provides additional investment authority for cities and counties 
with a population of at least 100,000 or which have a rating in the 
highest category from a national bond rating agency.  Provides 
that such governments may invest up to 15% of the cash and 
investments it holds for long-term capital planning, revenue 
stabilization reserves, and long-term obligations in U.S.-based 
mutual funds indexed to with the S&P 500 or the Dow Jones U.S. 
Total Stock Market Index, or with the Minnesota State Board of 
Investment.  Companion to HF 3776 (Albright, R-Prior Lake) in 
Spotlight 16-03, where there is a comment. 

TAX ADMINISTRATION/GENERAL POLICY 
HF 3566 (Dziedzic, DFL, Minneapolis, 7809) 
Makes numerous changes relating to the tax forfeiture process, 
including amending the period of redemption; giving county 
auditors additional authority; allowing counties to sell tax-
forfeited lands online; allowing an eviction action when an 
individual holds over real property after a real estate tax judgment 
sale; and allowing a landlord to dispose of an evicted tenant's 
property.  Further summary of this bill is beyond the scope of 
Legislative Spotlight; we will provide a staff summary when one 
becomes available. 
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